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A fun and engaging piano tool for increasing motivation and practice, created by music educators for piano teachers.
GET STARTED
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In-depth educational tool for students
From playing a single note to complete pieces, Piano Maestro helps your students master sight-reading, rhythm, technique, playing with both hands and more. Recommended and used by over 28,000 teachers worldwide. Includes over 50 method books, including Jennifer Eklund’s Piano Pronto, Daniel McFarlane’s Supersonics Piano and Hal Leonard.
Unlimited journey access
Progress by chapters, rising in difficulty level. As your students’ skills improve, more chapters unlock.


lnteractive listening
Recognizes your piano or keyboard, giving real-time feedback.


2,800 songs and exercises
Including practice options to learn songs step-by-step to personalize your students’ learning experience.
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Improve your students’ playing
Piano Maestro improves your students’ skills and motivation making them improve faster. We work with teachers to create the latest in interactive tools.
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Shape our apps
New features added to Piano Maestro on a regular basis on requests from our teachers community.
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Video tutorials
Step by step videos to guide you through Piano Maestro.
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Enhanced educational programming
Piano Maestro’s community is thriving and growing. We are dedicated to providing you with FREE resources and connecting you to like-minded teachers.
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Webinars
Hosted by leading experts, tackling topics that we receive from our teachers online discussion group to provide you with info and know-how.
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Guidelines
Check out our guidelines for using Piano Maestro and pass them onto parents.
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Shape our apps
Join the Piano Maestro online discussion group, an exclusive and active association of teachers.
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Engage and increase involvement
Piano Maestro will be your eyes and ears throughout the week, to keep you up-to-date on your students’ progress in between lessons and increase parental involvement.
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Parental involvement
Involve your students’ parents. Share highlights and videos so the parents can see first hand how their child is progressing.
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Your partner for teaching music
GET STARTED
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